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SUMMARY
A high power dissipation density in today’s miniature electronic/mechanical systems makes on-chip
thermal management very important. In order to achieve quick to evaluate, yet accurate electro-thermal
models, needed for the thermal management of microsystems, a model order reduction is necessary. In
this paper, we present an automatic, Krylov-subspace-based order reduction of a electro-thermal model,
which we illustrate by a novel type of micropropulsion device. Numerical simulation results of the full
finite element model and the reduced order model, that describes the transient electro-thermal behavior,
are presented. A comparison between Krylov-subspace-based order reduction, order reduction using
control theoretical approaches and commercially available reduced order modeling has been performed.
A Single-Input-Single-Output setup for the Arnoldi reduction algorithm was proved to be sufficient to
accurately represent the complete time-dependent temperature distribution of the device.
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1. Introduction
The modeling of electro-thermal processes becomes increasingly important during semiconductor device
development. For example, with the decreasing size and growing complexity of micro-electronic and
micro-electro-mechanic (MEMS) systems, the power dissipation of integrated circuits has become a
critical concern. Due to the very high clock frequencies, the power consumption of a modern microprocessor can exceed 50W. The thermal influence upon the device caused by each transistor’s self-heating
and the thermal interaction with tightly placed neighboring devices cannot be neglected, because
excessive temperatures may cause the malfunction of the device or even destroy it. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop a electro-thermal model which computes the dependence between power dissipation
and temperature distribution over the device. Moreover, such heat transfer analysis needs to be done
quickly in response to every design alteration. The model must also provide good accuracy in order to
return precise temperature values.
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The solution of thermal issues in micro-electronic and MEMS devices is usually performed by extending
the electrical model with the thermal part [1],[2], which computes the precise temperature distribution of
the microsystem by using either finite element (FE), finite difference or some other spatial discretization
method. Such an accurate computation is time-consuming, for the resulting ordinary differential equation
(ODE) systems can easily exceed the order of 100 000. Even with the increasing speed of modern
computers it is not possible to perform repeated simulations in an acceptable amount of time without
simplification or model reduction.
Conventionally, the reduction of electro-thermal models for micro-electronic and MEMS devices is
performed through a lumped-element decomposition of the model followed by parameter fitting
[3],[4],[5]. Such a non-automatic approach requires the designer to choose the corect reduced model
structure without strict guidelines, and to perform a time-consuming parametrization including one or
more simulations of the full-scale model. Moreover, sufficient accuracy is provided only for a limited
parametric domain.
In order to achieve both efficiency and accuracy in the thermal management of microsystems, we propose
an automatic order reduction approach. It is suitable for linear electro-thermal models, and is based on an
Arnoldi algorithm [6]. Section 2 contains an overview of the different mathematical order reduction
methods. Control theoretical approaches [7], Krylov-subspace based approaches [8] and a commercially
available reduced order modeling [9] are discussed. Section 3 describes our MEMS actuator test case: a
solid fuel microthruster. The numerical simulation results of the full finite element model and the
different reduced order models of the device that describe its transient electro-thermal behavior are
presented and discussed.

2. Model Order Reduction
The temperature distribution within a microsystem, T, is the solution of the 3-dimensional heat transfer
equation:
∂T
(1)
= 0
∂t
where κ is the thermal conductivity, C p is the specific heat capacity, ρ is the mass density, T is the
∇•( κ ∇T ) + Q – ρC p

temperature distribution and Q is the heat generation rate. Since the temperature changes within the
microdevice are expected to be relatively small, the assumption that κ and C p are temperature
independent is often acceptable. Becouse the Joule heating is a dominant heating mechanism, the heat
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generation can be replaced through:
2

j
Q = ---σ

(2)

where j is the spatially varying electric current density vector and σ is the specific electric conductivity.
Assuming that the heat generation Q is uniformly distributed within the heating area, the spatial discretization of the governing Eqs (1) and (2) leads to linear ODE system of the form:
2
[ C ]Ṫ + [ K ]T = FI ( t ) R
T
y = E ⋅T
where [ K ] ,[ C ] ∈ R

nxn

are the global heat conductivity and heat capacity matrix, T ( t ) ,F, E ∈ R

(3)
n

are

the temperature (state), the load and the output vector respectively and n is the dimension of the system.
The electric current I ( t ) through the heater with the total electric resistance R is the input to the system.
The introduction of the output vector (matrix) E allows the user to obtain the temperature values only in
predetermined points.
The above number of equations n is, employing an accurate discretization, usually too large for an
efficient electro-thermal simulation at the system level. Hence, in order to use behavioral simulators such
as SABER or ELDO, a reduced order model of the form:
2
[ C r ]T˙r + [ K r ]T r = F r I ( t ) R
T

yr = Er ⋅ Tr

(4)

with the dimension r « n has to be generated.
Eqs (3) and (4), as written above, represent a Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) system. The present
work considers a special case where E is the identity matrix, that is, y = T , which we call a SingleInput-Complete-Output (SICO) system.

2.1 Model Order reduction via Balanced Truncation Approximation
Control theory already has a number of well established tools for the automatic model reduction of stable
linear systems [7]. Each linear dynamic system (3) of order n has n so-called Hankel singular values σ i
which can be computed by solving the Lyapunov equations:
T

AP + PA = – bb
T

T

A Q + QA = – EE

T

(5)
3

were

–1

–1

A = – [ K ] [ C ], and b = – [ K ] F , for the controllability grammian P and the observability

grammian Q. Hereby P is to be seen as the connection between the input function and the state
(temperature) vector, and Q as the connection between the state vector and the system output. They
determine which states can be controlled and which ones can be observed. The Hankel singular values of
the original dynamic system (3) are equal to the square root of the eigenvalues of the product of P and Q:

(6)
σ i = λ i ( P ⋅ Q ), i = 1, …, n
Once these values are known, there are a number of model reduction methods with guaranteed error
bounds for the difference between the transfer function of an original n -dimensional system and its
reduced r -dimensional system, as follows:
ˆ
G–G

∞

≤ 2 ( σr + 1 + … + σn )

(7)

provided that the Hankel singular values have been sorted in descending order.
The basic idea behind order reduction using a balanced truncation approximation (BTA) after Moore [10]
is to transform the state vector in such a way that
P = Q = diag { σ 1, …, σ n }

(8)

so that all n – r states which are simultaneously weakly controllable and weakly observable can be
excluded. Practically, this excludes those equations from the system (3) which correspond to the last (and
hence smallest) n – r Hankel singular values. The guaranteed error bounds for the difference between the
transfer function of original high-dimensional and reduced low-dimensional systems, Eq (7), means that
model reduction based on these methods can be made fully automatic. A user just sets an error bound and
then the algorithm finds the smallest possible dimension of the reduced system, which satisfies that
bound. Alternatively, a user specifies the dimension of the reduced system and the algorithm estimates
the error bound for the reduced system.
However, the time required to solve the Lyapunov equations (5), as well as to perform a singular value
3

decomposition, grows as the cubic power of the number of equations O ( n ) . Hence, if the system order
increases twice, the time required to solve a new problem will increase about eight times. Hence, for
computational reasons, these order reduction methods are limited to relatively small systems, typically
with state vector dimensions in the range of 1000 to 2000.
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2.2 Model Order Reduction via Arnoldi
By performing model reduction on Eq (3), the goal is to effectively describe the behavior of the vector T
in time, through some low-dimensional subspace as:
T = [ V ] ⋅ T r + ε, T r ∈ R , r « n, ε ≈ 0
r

(9)

Eq (9) states that, with the exception of a small error described by vector ε ∈ R , the possible movement
n

of the n -dimensional vector T belongs, for all times, to a r -dimensional subspace, and is determined by
an n × r transformation matrix V . The matrix V ∈ R

rxn

is composed from r n -dimensional vectors that

form a basis for the reduced subspace, and the r -dimensional vector T r represents a new low order set of
coordinates for the given basis. When the subspace is found, Eq (3) is projected onto it, and this
projection process produces a reduced order system (4).
It has been shown that, in the case of large-scale systems, very good candidates for the required low-order
subspace in Eq (9) are Krylov subspaces [8].
The basic idea behind the Krylov-subspace-based Arnoldi algorithm is to write down the transfer
function of (3) in the frequency domain using a Taylor series in the Laplace variable s 0 = 0 :
∞

{ G ( s ) } = – ∑ { m }i s

i

(10)

i=0
T

–1

where { m } i = E ( – C K )

–( i + 1 )

–1

C F is called the i-th moment, and then to find a much lower order

system (4) whose transfer function { G r ( s ) } has the same moments as { G ( s ) } up to the degree r. The
moments are not computed explicitly. Instead, a Krylov subspace of dimension r:
K r { A, b } = span { b, Ab, …, A
–1

r–1

b}
–1

with A = – [ K ] [ C ], and b = – [ K ] F

(11)

is used, and through the computation of an orthogonal basis for this subspace, the matrices [ C r ] and
[ K r ] and the load vector F r of the reduced system are computed without taking into account either input
function or the output vector (matrix) E. All the inputs and outputs of the Arnoldi algorithm are shown in
Fig. 1.
The property of the Krylov subspace (11) is such that the first r moments of { G r ( s ) } and { G ( s ) }
match, as required. Since the time required for the Arnoli-based reduction grows approximately as
2

O ( 2r ⋅ n + k ⋅ n ) , where k depends on the sparsity of the system matrices [11], there is no limitation for
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applying Arnoldi algorithm to the linear systems with the high dimensional state vector.

2.3 Model Order reduction via Guyan
The large dimension of (3) could be reduced by the elimination of internal nodes i. e., those which do not
connect to external circuitry. For steady-state problems ([ C ] = 0 ) it is possible to decompose the linear
system into terminal and internal equations, by splitting the matrix K into four blocks:

K ee K ei
K ie K ii

 Te 
 Fe  2
  =   I ( ∞ )R
 Ti 
 Fi 

(12)

with the index sets e and i ranging over all external and internal nodes respectively. It is now possible to
eliminate the equations for the non-terminal nodes by means of linear algebra operations (e.g., the Schur
complement [12]), to get the heat conductivity matrix and the load vector of the reduced system:

–1

[ K r ] = [ K ee ] – [ K ei ] [ K ii ] [ K ie ]

(13)

–1

{ F r } = { F e } – [ K ei ] [ K ii ] { F i }

The commercial finite element solver ANSYS [13] offers the possibility of reduced order modeling also
for the transient problems of the form (3). The computation of [ K r ] and { F r } is done as in (13) and the
reduced heat capacity matrix is given through:
–1

–1

–1

–1

[ C r ] = [ C ee ] – [ K ei ] [ K ii ] [ C ie ] ( – [ C ei ] [ K ii ] [ K ie ] + [ K ei ] [ K ii ] [ C ii ] [ K ii ] [ K ie ] )

(14)

which is analog to the computation of the reduced mass matrix for structural dynamics (without damping
effects), as proposed by Guyan [14]. It is now possible to expand the terminal degree of freedom (DOF)
values to gain the complete temperature distribution of the device using again Eq (12) for the steadystate:
{ T i } = [ K ii ]

–1

{ F i } – [ K ii ]

–1

[ K ie ] { T e }

(15)

3. Results
3.1 MEMS Test Case
A new class of high energy MEMS actuators integrates solid fuel with three bonded silicon micromachined wafers [15],[16]. It delivers either an impulse-bit thrust or pressure waves within a sub millimeter
volume of silicon, by producing a high amount of energy from the ignitable substance contained within
the microsystem. The microthruster fuel is ignited by passing an electric current through a polysilicon
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resistor embedded in a dielectric membrane, as shown in Fig. 2.
After the ignition phase, sustained combustion takes place and forms a high-pressure, high-temperature
gas mixture. Under the pressure of the gas the membrane ruptures, and an impulse is imparted to the
carrier frame as the gas escapes from the tank. The present work considers the initial heating phase of the
fuel, right up to the onset of ignition. Although the functioning goal of the microthruster device is to reach
the critical (ignition) temperature rather than to avoid it through power dissipation, the mathematics
behind the modeling, Eq (3) is exactly the same as for the cases of semiconductor devices described in
[1]-[3]. All three order reduction methods described in the section 2 were applied to the thruster model.

3.2 Numerical Simulation Results
A numerical simulation result of the full finite element model is shown in the Fig. 3.
Fig. 4 shows the decay of the Hankel singular values for the microthruster model, computed by the BTA
method. The steep decay of the Hankel singular values shows that the finite element basis obtained after
mesh generation is redundant. In this case, a low-dimensional model can accurately capture the behavior
of the original high-dimensional FE model. We believe that this holds for most electro-thermal models
described through equation system (3).
For the specified error bound, Eq (7), of 0.1 a BTA algorithm has estimated the size of reduced system to
be of the order 7. An equation system (3) containing 1071 ODEs was reduced to 7 ODEs using each of
the three presented algorithms (Fig. 5). Master degrees of freedom (external nodes) needed for the Guyan
algorithm were chosen automatically by ANSYS5.7.
A maximal relative error by Arnoldi-based reduction doesn’t exceed 4% during the initial phase, whereas
by an optimal BTA-based reduction this error amounts 0.3% within the steady-state phase (Fig. 6).
The Guyan-based reduction produces maximal relative error of more than 64% (not shown in the Fig. 6).
This large error is mostly due to the transient heating phase, and vanishes within the steady-state response
according to Eqs (12) and (13) as is to be expected. The approximation error for the reduced heat capacity
matrix (14) decreases as the order r of the reduced system grows (Fig. 7), but maximal relative error
between the full-scale solution and the reduced solution of the order 200 still amounts to 6%.
Fig. 8 shows the corresponding SISO transfer functions of the full-scale and both optimal and nonoptimal reduced systems of order 7.
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A further important result is that, for the electro-thermal model described through equation system (3),
the simple SISO setup for the Arnoldi algorithm was sufficient to approximate not only a single output
response but also the transient thermal response in all the finite element nodes of the device. Fig. 9 shows
a mean relative difference for all the nodes computed as:
2
 T i ( t ) – T iˆ( t )

∑  ----------------------------Ti ( t ) 
i = 1
---------------------------------------------n
n

MSRD ( t ) =

(16)

between the full-scale and the reduced order models. Herby T iˆ( t ) is the temperature of the i-th node over
time, T iˆ( t ) is the i-th component of the vector [ V ] ⋅ T r ( t ) and n = 1071 .
Already for the reduced system of order 20 a maximal mean relative error (difference) amounts to only
0.14%. Hence it was possible, after the simulation of the reduced model, to recover the solution for all the
1071 nodes by using Eq (9). In this case, the Arnoldi reduction algorithm can be viewed as a projection
from the full space to the reduced Krylov space (11), with an identity output matrix corresponding to the
SICO system description.
A software package has been developed which forms a netlist suitable for the behavioral simulator
SABER (Fig. 10) from the three-dimensional geometry and governing Eqs (1) and (2) of the model.
The structure of the SABER input file is shown in Fig. 11.
The template microthruster.sin is implemented in the form of ODEs, Eq (4). The SABER plot shows the
temperature development in node 1 (Fig. 2) for the case when the pre-heating was performed, needed to
2

improve the subsequent sustained combustion. An approximation that the heat power I ( t ) R is uniformly
distributed over the meander resistor, allows the back coupling of the meander’s resistance. This has the
advantage that the monitoring of the temperature through a change of resistance is possible, and certain
design changes (such as the change of the meander’s resistivity) are still possible after the model
reduction phase.

4. Discussion
All three algorithms presented offer the possibility for the automatic order reduction of ODE systems.
The BTA method additionally offers reduced system order estimation for a given error margin. However,
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due to the computational cost of O ( n ) for the BTA-method it is impractical for large-scale systems.
The Guyan method doesn’t provide sufficient accuracy for the reduction of electro-thermal systems. This
is due to the fact that reduced order modeling after Guyan makes an attempt to generalize Eq (12) for a
steady-state response to the transient problem using a coordinate transformation of the form:
I
 Te 
{ Te }
  =
–1
– K ii K ie
 Ti 

(17)

This leads to exact matrix condensation for the heat conductivity matrix, but an approximated condensation for the heat capacity matrix.
Arnoldi-based reduction starts with moment matching for the transient problem as it is, and amounts to a
coordinate transformation of the form (9), where [ V ] ∈ R

nxr

is gained directly as an output of the

Arnoldi algorithm. It has been shown that for the electro-thermal model described by equation system
(3), by a reduction from n = 1071 to r ≥ 20 results in ε ≈ 0 . This means, that a Single-Input-SingleOutput setup for the Arnoldi reduction algorithm produces an excellent approximation for the linear
Single-Input-Complete-Output electro-thermal system, which is a significant result. The computational
2

cost for Arnoldi-based order reduction, being less than O ( n ) , makes it suitable for reducing models with
more than 10 000 degrees of freedom. A further big advantage of the Arnoldi algorithm is its iterative
nature, i.e., only consecutive matrix vector multiplications are needed in each iterative step of the Arnoldi
orthogonalisation procedure. In this way it is possible to exploit the sparse form of the system matrices
[ K ] and [ C ] , and to create fast application-specific implementations for the required A ⋅ b (see Eq (11))
product. Model reduction is automatic and based on the original system matrices only. In this way, a timeconsuming simulation of the full-scale model is circumvented with no loss of spatial distribution
information. As already explained, the Arnoldi-based model reduction is not limited to this particular
device, but can be applied to a wide spectrum of important electro-thermal MEMS devices, as well as for
applications in bonding, IC temperature control, packaging and so on.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Model Reduction by the Arnoldi process.

Fig. 2 Microthruster Structure.

Fig. 3 Temperature distribution within the igniting wafer after 0.3 s of heating with 80 mW power;
T ref = 273K .

Fig. 4 Decay of the Hankel singular values for the order 1071 microthruster model.

Fig. 5 Solution of the full system (order 1071) and of the 7th order reduced systems for a single node
(node 1 in Fig. 2).

Fig. 6 Relative error corresponding to the plots in Fig. 5 during the initial 0.15 s.

Fig. 7 Solution of the full system (dashed, order 1071) and of the different order reduced systems for a
single node (node 1 in Fig. 2), using Guyan reduction.

Fig. 8 SISO transfer function of the full-scale (order 1071) and of the reduced 7th order system corresponding to node 1 in Fig. 2.

Fig. 9 Mean square relative difference (MSRD) for all the nodes during the initial 0.05 s, for an Arnoldibased reduction from order 1071 to 20, 15, 10, 7 and 5.

Fig. 10 Automatic model order reduction software block diagram.

Fig. 11 Structure of the SABER model.
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Fig. 1 Model Reduction by the Arnoldi process.
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Fig. 2 Microthruster Structure.
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Fig. 3 Temperature distribution within the igniting wafer after 0.3 s of heating with 80 mW power; .
T ref = 273K .
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Fig. 4 Decay of the Hankel singular values for the order 1071 microthruster model.
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Fig. 5 Solution of the full system (order 1071) and of the 7th order reduced systems for a single node
(node 1 in Fig. 2).
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Fig. 6 Relative error corresponding to the plots in Fig. 5 during the initial 0.15 s.
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Fig. 7 Solution of the full system (dashed, order 1071) and of the different order reduced systems for a
single node (node 1 in Fig. 2), using Guyan reduction.
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